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Abstract
Peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trade may disrupt conventional electricity markets
in the future for a network of multiple microgrids and entitle an individual
microgrid (MG) to trade energy with alternative options instead of the main
grid. In this paper, driven by the P2P electricity maket, a preference mecha-
nism is added to the conventional energy management model of a network of
microgrids, and a distributed method of alternating direction method of multi-
pliers (ADMM) is adopted for its implementation. The effect of the preference
mechanism on the customized power flow in the network is further studied for
significant case studies. Results show that the customized power flows on the
network of interconnected MGs can be achieved with different preference values
locally chosen or imposed by the system operator.
Keywords: Networks of microgrids, P2P energy trade, distribution system,
preference mechanism, ADMM.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The increasing penetration of power generation from distributed energy re-
sources (DERs), including wind and photo-voltaic (PV) plants, sometimes of
the order of a few kilowatts, are deeply affecting the conventional operation and
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architecture of traditional power systems. In this framework, the concept of mi-
crogrid (MG) is emerging as the basic unit at the foundation of a power grid [1].
Roughly speaking, a MG consists of several (possibly small-sized) DERs, energy
storage systems (ESS) (e.g., possibly including electrical vehicles (EVs)), and
controllable and uncontrollable loads. Most importantly, MGs have the abil-
ity to operate when connected to the external power grid, and also in island
mode, if needed or more convenient. In this perspective, MGs can participate
to electricity markets with the double-role of producers and consumers [2, 3].
At the same time, the concept of peer-to-peer (P2P) energy exchange is also
emerging as a candidate alternative to current electricity markets, as it may
be more suitable to fit a possible future scenario of a network of interconnected
MGs. In a nutshell, P2P energy exchange corresponds to agents (e.g., here MGs)
directly negotiating energy exchanges with each other, for instance through
bilateral contracts, in the absence of third-party supervisors [4, 5, 6, 7]. As MGs
may be interested in participating to the electricity markets only at occasional
spots (i.e., when they do not operate in island mode), P2P energy transactions
may be a convenient way to regulate such energy exchanges.
In principle, P2P energy exchanges, together with a MG-based architecture
of a power grid, may revolutionize the conventional way in which power flows
are currently computed. MGs may decide to exchange energy with other specific
MGs in order to prioritize customized preferences (e.g., prioritizing neighbouring
MGs to reduce the distance between power generation and consumption, or
prioritizing energy generated from renewable sources), neglecting the actual
topology of the underlying physical power grid. Accordingly, dynamic (i.e., time-
varying) clusters of MGs exchanging energy among themselves may naturally
arise at different moments in time. With this latter motivation in mind, as many
works exist that investigate optimal energy exchanges in a network of MGs, but
very few address the possibility of influencing the way optimal power flows are
computed in practice, this paper shows how optimal power flows (optimal energy
exchanges) may be computed (realized) to practically accomplish any specific
topology of interest.
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1.2. State-of-art
A network of MGs may either consist of grid-connected MGs, that mainly
exchange energy with the main outer grid, or of interconnected MGs, that
mainly exchange energy with each other [8]. The first studies on the opti-
mal energy management in networks of MGs initially investigated centralized
approaches, where a central operator (sometimes called as an aggregator) gath-
ered all the available information required to compute optimal energy exchanges,
as in [9, 10]. Sometimes, e.g., [11], it is envisaged that MGs should not merely
execute the actions recommended by the aggregator, but should be intelligent
enough to take autonomous actions and accomplish local objectives (e.g., mini-
mize generation costs). This is expected to relieve the burden of the aggregator,
in terms of computational and storage costs, which is one of the main drawbacks
of centralized solutions.
As distributed algorithms are becoming very popular in the power sys-
tems community, as for instance the alternating direction method of multi-
pliers (ADMM) or dual decomposition methods [12], hierarchical solutions have
been proposed as an alternative to purely centralized solutions. Here, only
the relevant information is shared with the central nodes, and single MGs
have local computational abilities to either work in grid-connected mode (as
in [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]) or in an interconnected fashion [8]. Also, both de-
terministic and stochastic optimization algorithms have been used to take into
account the diverse models of DERs within a MG, as in [19]. In hierarchical
models, MGs can either buy or sell energy from the main grid using conventional
retailer markets, or wholesale markets.
More recently, distributed peer-to-peer energy transactions are emerging as
a new paradigm for energy exchange in the electricity markets, see for instance
the very recent papers [4, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. In particular, different mechanisms
have been proposed to include new facilities in P2P transactions. In [19], optimal
P2P MG pairs are identified to optimize the cost function of each MG in the pair.
In [21], historical power generation and load demand data are used to encourage
MGs to trade with other MGs rather than with the main grid. In [20], a priority
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level is given to different clusters of MGs as the sequential order to solve a
multi-objective problem. In [4], geographical preferences and the autonomy
of communities are introduced to represent the willingness to exchange energy
with the markets and with other community neighbors, respectively. In [22],
the framework of product differentiation is generally introduced in peer-to-peer
trade and can be interpreted in terms of the bilateral trades. In [23], differential
grid cost allocation strategies are proposed in peer-to-peer energy transaction
in terms of distance and zones.
In this paper, we are also interested in P2P energy exchanges in a network
of MGs, but differently from the aforementioned papers, we are not interested
in obtaining optimal energy exchange solutions according to a specific utility
function of interest. As we understand that power grids are complex physical
systems, where different, and sometimes contrasting, aspects come into play,
we show how different optimal power flows can be obtained by tuning a few
appropriate parameters. In particular, by appropriately tuning the parameters
of a preference matrix, it is possible to recover optimal power flows according
to a P2P fully-connected power grid (which actually would not be convenient
from the perspective of the power grid), grid-connected optimal power flows, or
in principle any topology of optimal power flows of interest. We refer to our
proposed solution as a dynamic management of a network of MGs.
1.3. Contribution
In the framework of P2P energy transactions, we embed a preference mecha-
nism into the energy management model among interconnected MGs to achieve
two main goals: first is to gain the ability to predetermine the topology of
energy exchanges according to the preferences of the distribution network op-
erator (DNO), second is to encourage more energy sharing among any pairs of
MG traders than the pairs between MG and the main grid.
In this paper, we solve the optimal energy management problem in a network
of MGs in a distributed way with an extra preference term. The presence of the
extra term has two valuable benefits:
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(1) It may be used by single MGs to decide from whom they would prefer
to trade energy in a customized way (e.g., to prioritize energy generated from
renewable sources, or to buy energy from neighboring MGs);
(2) Preferences may be imposed by the DNO to choose the direction of energy
flows and possibly create clusters of MGs that work in an islanding mode. It
is known that this solution may be convenient for stability proposed from the
perspective of DNO ([24, 25]).
In doing so, we used ADMM to solve this power flow problem in a distributed
way, which is a convenient strategy, as it allows MGs not to reveal possibly
private information (e.g., amount of locally generated or consumed power). On
the other hand, this poses challenging aspects in terms of the motivation of
the solution of mathematical optimal power flow problem, mainly due to the
preference of tightly coupled equality constraints, as we shall see in great details
in section 4.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the
models of the distributed units included in a network of MGs and the objective;
section 3 formulates the distributed method to solve the optimization problem;
section 4 presented the results of 2 case studies; section 5 draws a conclusion.
2. The Model of a MG
A microgrid is typically made up of renewable energy sources (RESs), fuel
energy sources, energy storage systems (ESSs) and loads. In our MG model,
RESs (e.g., PV and wind energy) are considered as prioritized non-dispatchable
units to maximize their usage and reduce environmental impact. Fuel generators
are dispatchable to ensure stability and offer more flexibility of operational
modes to a MG. ESSs enhance reliability and resilience of a MG and contribute
to balance supply and demand within the grid [26].
2.1. Fuel Generator Model
A conventional model is considered for fuel generators in our MG. The gen-
eration cost for every generic MG k is expressed as a quadratic function of the
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active output with the boundary constraints (see [16, 17]),
fG,k(PG,k) =
1
2
a2kP
2
G,k + bkPG,k + ck, (1a)
PG,k ≤ PG,k ≤ P¯G,k (1b)
Q
G,k
≤ QG,k ≤ Q¯G,k (1c)
− γG,k ≤ P t+1G,k − P tG,k ≤ γG,k (1d)
where PG,k and QG,k are the generated active and reactive power, nonnegative
ak, bk and ck are the cost coefficients, and PG,k, and P¯G,k are the lower and
upper bounds of the active power output. Similarly, Q
G,k
, and Q¯G,k are the
counterparts for the reactive power. γG,k represents the ramp rate bound.
2.2. ESS Model
ESSs are modeled by a first-order discrete time model, accounting for the
energy losses in the charging and discharging process (see [27, 28] ), as
xt+1k = x
t
k + βchar,kP
t
char,k − βdisc,kP tdisc,k (2a)
xk ≤ xtk ≤ x¯k (2b)
0 ≤ P tchar,k ≤ P¯char,k (2c)
0 ≤ P tdisc,k ≤ P¯disc,k (2d)
where xtk denotes the state of charge of MG k at time t, βchar,k and βdisc,k
denote the charging and discharging efficiency, and ∆t is the time resolution.
In addition, the state of charge xtk, the charging power P
t
char,k and discharging
power P tdisc,k are bounded as shown in (2b)-(2d).
2.3. RESs and Load Models
MGs prioritize energy generated from the renewable sources to fully satisfy
energy demand. The loads and RES generation can be forecast locally ahead
of time, taking into account of local information such as numerical weather
predictions and local consumer behaviors. We consider a single variable of
relevance Pnon,k as the difference between RESs generation and local loads for
MG k.
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2.4. Transmission Line Model
As most of the distribution networks are radially designed, DistFlow model
described in [29] is a popular choice for transmission line. Since it is a nonlinear
model, it is then simplified as a linearized model, see for example in [30]. The
linearized model can be described for any two neighboring buses i and j in MG
k as
P
′
k,i − P
′
k,j − Pk,j = 0, (3a)
Q
′
k,i −Q
′
k,j −Qk,j = 0, (3b)
Vk,i −
(Rk,ijP
′
k,i +Xk,ijQ
′
k,i)
V0
− Vk,j = 0, (3c)
Pk,j = P
D
k,j − PGk,j , Qk,j = QDk,j −QGk,j , (3d)
P
′ ≤ P ′k,i ≤ P¯
′
Q
′ ≤ Q′k,i ≤ Q¯
′
V ≤ Vk,i ≤ V¯ (3e)
where P
′
k,i, Q
′
k,i and Vk,i represent the active outlet power, reactive outlet power
and the voltage from the sending bus i, and P
′
k,j , Q
′
k,j and Vk,j are the counter-
parts from the receiving end bus j. All those variables are bounded as in (3e).
In addition, Pk,j , Qk,j represent the equivalent loads of the receiving bus j by
offsetting the local demand PDk,j by local generation P
G
k,j . Those two buses are
connected by a branch line whose resistance and reactance are denoted by Rk,ij
and Xk,ij respectively. In addition, V0 is the nominal voltage of the distribution
system and set Bk contains all the buses within MG k.
Figure 1: DistFlow model
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3. Energy Management of a Network of MGs
Multiple individual MGs constitute a network of MGs by being physically
connected in the distribution system. The physical connection provides the po-
tential for P2P energy trades. With the aim of achieving P2P energy trades
among a network of MGs and customizing the power flow within the network,
preference mechanism is introduced in the optimization problem in the follow-
ing. The objective function of a network of MGs is defined as the sum of the
objectives of individual MGs.
3.1. Preference mechanism
A preference mechanism is introduced to optimize the energy exchange be-
tween interconnected MGs and customize the optimal power flow on the physical
network topology. Preferences can be decided by single MGs in a customized
way or may be enforced by the DNO to achieve a predetermined configuration.
The preference on the energy trade between two MGs k and k′ is given as
λkk′ , and it adds a penalty term
g(Pkk′) = λkk′ |Pkk′ | (4)
to the objective function, where λkk′ is non-negative. In fact, the preference is
adverse to its value, which indicates that a higher value contributes to a low
preference. To well evaluate the different preference values for different traders
of each MG, we introduce another parameter κ and such constraints that
λkk′ = κλ
′
kk′ ,∑
k′
λ
′
kk′ = 1,
λ
′
kk′ ≥ 0,
(5)
where λ
′
kk′ represents the mutual preference of energy trade with MG k
′ for MG
k while λ
′
kk represents the local preference for MG k. In grid-connected mode,
parameter κ is set to the forecast value of the electricity price corresponding to
the energy trade between each MG and the grid, while in the islanding mode, κ is
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selected by each MG to represent its priority of buying energy over generating it
by its internal fuel generators. In the grid-connected mode, an extra preference
on the energy trade with the main grid is introduced as λgrid,k = 1 to prioritize
energy trade between MG peers over the grid.
3.2. Objective function
The objective of a MG consists of several terms including the generation
cost of fuel generator, the cost of energy trade with the grid and the customized
terms regarding the preferences over a time horzion of Ts that is determined by
day-ahead electricity market in our paper. It can be expressed as
Xk = argmin
Xk
Lk, (6a)
s.t. Lk =
Ts∑
t=1
Ltk =
Ts∑
t=1
(
CtgridP
t
grid,k + fG,k(P
t
G,k) + g
t
k
)
, (6b)
gtk = λgrid,k
∣∣P tgrid,k∣∣+ λkk(P tchar,k + P tdisc,k) + ∑
k′∈Ωk
λkk′
∣∣P tk,k′ ∣∣ , (6c)
βchar,kP
t
char,k − βdisc,kP tdisc,k − P tG,k −
∑
k′∈Ωk
P tk,k′ − P tgrid,k − P tnon,k = 0, (6d)
∀t = 1, . . . , Ts,
(1a)− (1d), (2a)− (2d), (3a)− (3e).
In (6a), Xtk = [P
t
G,k, P
t
char,k, P
t
disc,k, P
t
grid,k, P
t
k,k′ , P
t
k,i, Q
t
k,i, V
t
k,i, k
′ ∈ Ωk, i ∈ Bk],
and Ωk is the set of trade partners of MG k. Xk = {Xtk, t = 1, 2, . . . , Ts}. The
optimization problem is constrained by the power balance of supply and demand
of each MG, besides all the constraints determined by all the distributed units
within a MG. If the grid is not considered, P tgrid,k is removed from the objective
function.
The objective of a network of MGs is the sum of that of each MG. It can be
fully expressed as
X = argmin
X
K∑
k=1
Lk, (7)
where X = {Xk, k = 1, . . . ,K}, as there are K MGs in the network of MGs.
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4. Distributed Optimization Problem Formulation
In a centralized framework, an aggregator is required to determine the total
power exchange with the main grid and the power allocations of all the dis-
tributed units inside the distribution network, after gathering all the cost curves
of generators, forecasts of RESs and loads of all the MGs, and the preferences of
energy transactions as well. With the increasing penetration of MGs in the dis-
tribution network, each MG tends to be an autonomous entity to make energy
transactions without sharing personal information such as the preferences of
energy transactions, the local forecasts of load and RESs. More importantly, a
distributed algorithm is highly required for achieving P2P energy trades among
a network of MGs, as a P2P market is characterized by the lack of a supervisory
agent [22].
The objective built in (7) can be accomplished in a distributed way by
ADMM, as it can be separated for each MG with coupling constraints of the
common physical connections and energy transactions. To solve the optimiza-
tion problem in a distributed way, two kinds of coupling constraints must be
respected: 1) the physical constraint is that the outlet power of the sending bus
should equal to the power of the receiving bus on the transmission line that
physically connects two MGs; 2) the virtual constraint is that the energy trans-
actions between any pair of MGs should be equal (i.e. the energy that MG k
buys from MG k′ should be the same as that MG k′ sells to MG k).
To implement ADMM, each agent (e.g., a MG) is required to share the
energy of each peer trade and the physical variables (such as the active and
reactive power flowing on the connecting line and the voltages of two buses on
the two ends) regarding the connecting transmission line of a MG pair. Let
E = {(k, k′)} denote the set of all the edges connecting any MG pairs, for
example, edge (k, k′) connects MG k and k′. Let us further introduce the
shared physical variables of MG k regarding the edge (k, k′): P˜ kkk′ represents
the active power flowing on the edge, Q˜kkk′ represents the reactive power flowing
on the edge, V˜ kk and V˜
k
k′ represent the voltages of the buses connected by the
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edge (k, k′). Accordingly, the shared variables of MG k′ on the edge (k, k′) are
introduced as P˜ k
′
kk′ , Q˜
k′
kk′ , V˜
k′
k , V˜
k′
k′ . We further denote the shared variable vectors
regarding each edge (k, k′) connecting MG k and k′ as Yk = [P˜ kkk′ , Q˜
k
kk′ , V˜
k
k , V˜
k
k′ ]
for MG k and Yk′ = [P˜
k′
kk′ , Q˜
k′
kk′ , V˜
k′
k , V˜
k′
k′ ] for MG k
′.
Reviewing the optimization problem in (7), the objective function contains
the absolute operator or l1 norm regularization terms. To simplify the objective
function as a general quadratic function, we introduce extra variables to remove
the absolute operators. As those variables are introduced for any time t, we
simplify all their notations by neglecting t. Besides, the time step is generally
one hour, and thus the amount of the power exchange is equal to the amount
of the energy exchange. Specifically, P+k,k′ denotes the energy bought by MG k
from MG k′, and P−k,k′ denotes the energy sold by MG k to MG k
′. Similarly,
P+grid,k and P
−
grid,k denote the energy trades between MG k and the main grid.
Correspondingly, Q+k,k′ , Q
−
k,k′ , Q
+
grid,k and Q
−
grid,k are introduced as well. All
those newly introduced variables are non-negative, as
P−k,k′ , P
+
k,k′ , Q
−
k,k′ , Q
+
k,k′ ≥ 0
P−grid,k, P
+
grid,k, Q
−
grid,k, Q
+
grid,k ≥ 0
(8)
Obviously,
Pk,k′ = P
−
k,k′ + P
+
k,k′ ,
Qk,k′ = Q
−
k,k′ +Q
+
k,k′ ,
Pgrid,k = P
−
grid,k + P
+
grid,k,
Qgrid,k = Q
−
grid,k +Q
+
grid,k.
(9)
In addition, they naturally satisfy that
P−k,k′ = P
+
k′,k, Q
−
k,k′ = Q
+
k′,k, (10)
as the power sold by MG k to MG k′ should be equal to that bought by MG k′
from MG k.
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Finally, the complete optimization problem can be rewritten as
min
X
K∑
k=1
Lk,
s.t. Pk,k′ + Pk′,k = 0 ∀k, k′,
Qk,k′ +Qk′,k = 0 ∀k, k′,
Yk − Yk′ = 0 ∀(k, k′) ∈ E,
(1a)− (1d), (2a)− (2d), (3a)− (3e), (6b)− (6d),
(8), (9) and (10).
(11)
Remark: All the newly introduced variables in (11) and those regarding ESSs
appear in the mutual preference terms and local preference terms in the objective
function and in constraints as well. Since at a given time step, the energy
exchange between 2 MGs can only have one direction, then one between P−k,k′
and P+k,k′ must be zero for MG k (same for MG k
′). In other words, P−k,k′P
+
k,k′ =
0, P−k,k′P
+
k,k′ = 0, P
−
k,k′P
+
k,k′ = 0, P
−
grid,kP
+
grid,k = 0, Q
−
grid,kQ
+
grid,k = 0. It can be
proved that these constraints are automatically satisfied for the optimal solution.
Besides, it can be explained intuitively that, if those constraints cannot be
respected, then the objective value will be higher since all the related variables
contribute to positive terms. The similar discussion is also conducted in [31].
Interestingly, we can find that such preference terms naturally enforce a MG to
be a seller or a buyer at one moment, rather than engage in arbitrage. Similarly,
it also naturally enforece ESSs not work in the charging and discharging mode
at the same moment. Coincidentally, this is coherent with the assumptions
proposed in [4, 22, 28].
The problem can be solved following ADMM algorithms in [32] by exchang-
ing physical information on the connection edges between any MG pair and
negotiating the energy to trade for any peer trade.
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Figure 2: The topology of IEEE 33 feeder distribution system
5. Simulation and Analysis
5.1. The setup of a network of microgrids
As a case study, we consider the distributed optimal energy management
in the IEEE 33-feeder system [33, 25]. The radial network is decomposed into
8 MGs, thus forming a network of 8 MGs as in Fig.2. The network of MG
can be operated in the grid-connected mode by connecting bus 0 with the grid;
otherwise it is in the islanding mode if bus 0 is disconnected from the grid.
Within each MG, all the distributed units such as PV, wind turbines, con-
ventional fuel generator and ESSs are randomly included. The physical topology
of the network of MGs is presented in Fig.2 and its equivalent schematic graph
is displayed in Fig.3. Two ESSs are considered in each MG to offer enough
flexibility if there is excessive renewable generation. All the electrical param-
eters regarding the transmission lines can be found in [33], and the load and
renewable generations are modeled using the forecast data available1 to capture
the daily features of the loads and renewable energy resources.
In the grid-connected mode, the online electricity price data1 are used as well.
1http://www.elia.be/en/grid-data
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Figure 3: The equivalent graph of 8 MGs
With regard to the parameter configuration of a fuel generator, its capacity is
0.30MW and its ramping rate is 0.10 MW/h. ak and bk can be referred to
the parameters of the small-capacity fuel generators in [34]. The capacity of
ESS is 0.2MW, and the charging and discharging efficiency are set to 0.9. The
capacity of fuel generators are chosen large enough to usually cover all the load
consumption within a MG.
5.2. The effect of preference matrix
One obvious benefit of the preference matrix is that it can be used to en-
capsulate information regarding preferences of single MGs, who may have their
own preferences regarding from whom they would like to buy (sell) power from
(to), if needed. In addition, as we shall see in detail in this section, another
advantage of the preference matrix, is that it may be imposed by the DNO to
confine power flows within clusters of MGs, that end up working in island mode.
This solution is known to be particularly convenient in terms of the stability
of the power grids, and may be used when frequency oscillations reach critical
values (in analogy to what had been done in [24].
Given the same IEEE 33 feeder distribution system shown in Fig. 2, we now
consider the effect of two different preference matrices, as presented in Table
1. Reminding that a low value in the preference matrix corresponds to a high
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Table 1: The preference matrices
Case 1
MG0 MG1 MG2 MG3 MG4 MG5 MG6 MG7 grid
MG0 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 1.0
MG1 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 1.0
MG2 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 1.0
MG3 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 1.0
MG4 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 1.0
MG5 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 1.0
MG6 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 1.0
MG7 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 1.0
Case 2
MG0 MG1 MG2 MG3 MG4 MG5 MG6 MG7 grid
MG0 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 1.0
MG1 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 1.0
MG2 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 1.0
MG3 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.03 0.03 0.18 0.04 0.18 1.0
MG4 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.05 0.02 0.18 0.03 0.18 1.0
MG5 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.03 0.15 0.07 1.0
MG6 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.04 0.04 0.18 0.02 0.18 1.0
MG7 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.15 0.05 1.0
preference (and vice versa, as the preference matrix appears in the objective
function to be minimized), we can notice that the first case study corresponds
to two clusters, consisting of MGs 0-2 and 3-7 respectively. On the other hand,
in the second case study, the DNO is interested in creating three independent
islands of MGs, consisting of MGs 0-2; 3, 4, 6; and 5, 7 respectively. We
now examine such 2 case studies, both when an outer power grid is considered
(grid-connected mode), and also when it is not present (islanding mode). In
the grid-connected mode we chose λgrid,k = 1, which practically corresponds
to prioritize power exchanges among MGs than with the power grid (to avoid
having all MGs just exchanging power with the grid).
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5.2.1. Case 1: 2 clusters
The results of grid-connected mode are displayed in Fig. 4. It can be im-
mediately noticed that the power flow along the edge 01 is zero for the whole
horizon of 24 hours, which practically confirms that this preference matrix man-
aged to divide the network of MGs into two clusters that do not exchange power
among themselves (as edge 01 is the only link that connects such two clusters).
In addition, since λgrid,k = 1, we see that also the power along the transmission
line between the power grid and bus 0 is almost 0 most of the time.
We now investigate the case when the outer power grid is not considered,
and the 8 MGs are only interconnected among themselves. In this case, we show
the results for different values of κ, which we remind corresponds to the price of
electrical energy. When the price is low, MGs may prioritize power generated
at a low price by other MGs (e.g., from renewable sources) over more expensive
power locally generated (e.g., from conventional generators). On the other hand,
when the price is high, it may be more convenient to locally generated the
required power. Figures 5a-5c show power flows when κ is constant and equal
to 20, 60 and 100 ($/MWh) respectively. It can be observed that as before
there are no power flows between the two clusters of MGs, and that there are
fewer power flows between MGs when the price is higher. Finally, Fig. 5d shows
the results that are obtained when a time-varying electricity price (randomly
generated in the interval of [20,100] ($/MWh)) is considered. Again, the two
clusters of MGs are clearly preserved.
5.2.2. Case 2: 3 clusters
We now consider the second preference matrix of Table 1, which gives rise to
three different clusters, and recompute the optimal power flows under the same
assumptions of the previous case study. In the grid-connected case shown in
Fig. 6, it can be observed that also power flows along the edge 35 (in addition
to 03) are now zero for the whole horizon of time. This confirms that three
well-separate clusters of MGs are achieved, as desired.
Similarly to the first case study, Figures 7a-7d show what happens when only
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Figure 4: Power flows on the edges in grid-connected mode in Case 1 (”edge xy” indicates
the transmission line connecting MG x and y; ”edge grid0” indicates the transmission line
connecting the grid and MGs via bus 0.
MGs are considered in the network, for three different constant prices, and in
the more realistic time-varying electricity price. In particular, the three clusters
are well established under such different pricing scenarios.
While many other case studies may be artificially devised by appropriately
tuning the entries of the preference matrix, we only present the previous 2 case
studies to emphasize the influence of the preference matrix in shaping optimal
power flows as desired.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel optimization problem with preference mechanism is
formulated for the energy management among a network of MGs in the distribu-
tion system and it is executed in a distributed manner by ADMM to entitle each
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(a) κ = 20 (b) κ = 60
(c) κ = 100 (d) κ generated with a uniform distribution
Figure 5: Power flows on the edges in islanding mode in case 1
MG to autonomy in the network. The objective is not only to encourage the
P2P energy transactions among interconnected MGs by giving different prefer-
ence coefficients for the energy exchange, but also to achieve the desired power
flow on the physical topology. The proposed model can be easily adjusted to
fit into the grid-connected mode and islanding mode. The results presented in
case studies show that the desired power flow on the topology can be achieved
with the preference determined locally or imposed by the system operator.
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Figure 6: Power flows on the edges in the grid-connected mode in Case 2: (”edge xy”
indicates the transmission line connecting MG x and y; ”edge grid0” indicates the
transmission line connecting the grid and MGs via bus 0 (ρ = 2))
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